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PLAN YOUR ROUTINE: On a

weekly basis, list down the
important activities. Work
on a daily planner to
accomplish goals and priorities; set a timeline for
each; share these activities
with your family at home,
intimate them about what
you will do and when, so
that, they are aware of
your timetable, and do not
cause distractions.
However, even though life
is challenging right now, it
is okay to leave your work
aside for a while to prioritise not only on your physical fatigue, but your mental
health as well. Screen time
should also be limited
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020 has indeed witnessed drastic changes, due to the precedence of alterations that have occurred in societal functioning, triggered by the coronavirus. While many adults
continue to work at home or remotely, one group of individuals is significantly affected— youngsters, many of
whom are still in school or college. Interestingly, the otherwise tech-savvysocial media generation has found the
transition to online academics daunting, leading to many experiencing anxiety, stress as well as depression. DR. PARUL TANK,
consultant psychiatrist and therapist, Fortis Hospital, Mulund,
lists down some of the common problems faced by the students studying online, and how to reduce anxiety as
ENVIRONMENwell as the stress of being socially-isolated
TAL TRAUMA: With
THE
during the ongoing lockdown

TEEN HEALTH

PROBLEMS

REMAINING MOTIVATED:

When home becomes a classroom,
students struggle to find a balance
and a rhythm, or a way to stay
motivated.
MANAGEMENT OF TIME: Being at
home, one is conditioned to think of
the surroundings to be a relaxed
setting, However, with family and
other siblings around, the attention
span of the students decrease. Time
management is a challenge as well;
students develop erratic sleep
habits, with the pressure to com-
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plete a project in time.
TECHNICAL ISSUES: There is a

sudden irritability during the
online class sessions due to
poor internet connections
among the attendees; often at
times, systems shut down and
need to be restarted; this leads
to disinterest among the students to rejoin the lecture
instantaneously.
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MORE CENTRES, FEWER STUDENTS
PER ROOM, STAGGERED ENTRY-EXIT
FOR NEET, JEE

the current situation,
many students have had to
overcome the plight of dealing
with either personal loss of a family member, or have found it hard
to acknowledge the global situation, unable to grasp the economic
adversity, or witness interruption
in their lifestyle.

STAY MOTIVATED: It is definitely easy to stress out when things are
not moving in the right direction, or perhaps in the way you thought
things will progress. Apart from academics, this is the time to rekindle a favourite hobby. Read novels, sketch or doodle, play board
games, or simply stay motivated by indulging in light exercises

➤For 2021, Moody's has projected the Indian
economy to grow at 6.9 per cent
➤The Indian economy grew at the slowest pace
in 11 years at 4.2 per cent in 2019-20
➤Moody's said an economic recovery is underway, but its continuation will be closely tied to
the containment of the virus
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THE CHALLENGES
➥ Moody's said, disputes over trade, technology,

G

reta Thunberg is
heading back to
school after a year
off.“My gap year from school
is over, and it feels so great to
finally be back in the school
again!” the 17-year-old

IN THE NEWS
tweeted, attaching
a smiling photo of
herself with a
schoolbag on her
back, and her
hands resting
on a bicycle.

to post a strong
enough pick up of
real GDP in the second half of 2020, and
retained its projection of 3.1 per cent
growth contraction
for India in 2020.

powers could exacerbate in a less interdependent world. Asian countries are vulnerable to
the changes in the geopolitical dynamics
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The publisher said the autobiography will be a
no-holds-barred account with Saif, in his signature
style, laced with wit and humour, opening up about
family, home, successes, failures, his influences,
inspirations and cinema

CLUES

In Sweden,
high school
level classes
are returning
to classes
this week

NEWS IN

CLUES
Which cricketer
sang the songs, ‘We
Not Giving Up’ and
‘Champion’?

Chancellor, Angela Merkel regarding
the climate
➤ Thunberg was named Time magazine's youngest Person of the Year,
and was also nominated for the Nobel
Peace Prize

POLICIES
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peaking at a defence industry outreach seminar, PM Modi said that his govt’s resolve for
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ is not inward-looking,
but aimed at boosting India’s capabilities, global
peace, and helping the world economy become more
stable. India’s self-reliance in defence will boost
its standing of being a net security provider in the
Indian Ocean, he said.

PM Modi said that his govt’s resolve for
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ is not inward-looking,
but aimed at boosting India’s capabilities

S

oil loss due to water runoff is more likely to increase around
the world over the next 50 years due to climate change and
intensive land cultivation, claims a new research. The researchers based their predictions on three scenarios that
are also used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). The scenarios outline potential developments in the 21st
century based on several socio-economic situations.

ENVIRONMENT

➤ Anderson, who is playing in
his 156th Test, is fourth on the
list of all-time leading wickettakers in Tests
➤ Only retired spinners, Muttiah
Muralitharan (800), Shane
Warne (708) and Anil Kumble
(619), are above him
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(Hons.) at Delhi University's, St
Stephen College, Prakash holds the
world record and 50 Limca records
for being the fastest human calculator in the world. "My brain calculates quicker than the speed of a
calculator. Breaking these records,
once held by Math maestros like
Scott Flansburg and Shakuntala
Devi, is a matter of national pride. I
have done my bit to place India on
the global level of mathematics,"
said Bhanu Prakash.

CLUE 1: He made his international debut in an ODI against
England in April 2004.
CLUE 2: In the IPL, he's been
part of the Gujarat Lions,
Mumbai Indians and Chennai
Super Kings franchises.
CLUE 3: In October 2018, he
announced his retirement from
international cricket in all formats, but reversed his decision
in December last year.
ANSWER: DWAYNE BRAVO.
The West Indian all-rounder on
Wednesday became the first
bowler to pick 500 wickets in
T20 cricket

CLIMATE CHANGE, LAND USE CAN
INCREASE SOIL EROSION BY WATER: STUDY

ANDERSON
BECOMES 1ST FAST
BOWLER TO TAKE 600
TEST WICKETS
immy Anderson has entered the
exclusive “600 Club.” The England
paceman
became only the
SPORTS
fourth bowler, and
the first seamer, to take 600 wickets in
Test cricket on Tuesday by dismissing
Azhar Ali in the third Test
against Pakistan.

BOOKS

MSO was held virtually with 30
participants up to 57 years of
age from 13 countries, including
UK, Germany, UAE, France
Greece and Lebanon. The MSO
was first held in 1998

INDIA'S SELF-RELIANCE IN DEFENCE TO BOOST
GLOBAL STANDING: MODI

➥ Geopolitical tensions between the competing

SAIF ALI KHAN COMING UP WITH AN
AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN 2021
ctor-producer Saif
Ali Khan is all set
to open up about
his"family, home, successes and failures" in an autobiography that is slated
to hit the shelves in October
2021,
publisher
HarperCollins India, said.
The actor said, it is nice to
look back, remember, and
record things before they
are lost with time.

➤ The teenager shot to fame, after
starting her solo protests outside
Sweden's parliament in Stockholm, two
years ago on Aug 20, 2018
➤ Last week, she and other young
activists held talks with the German

and foreign policy between China and some of
its trading partners, including the US, Australia,
the UK, Canada and India, have escalated since
the start of the pandemic

ECONOMY

technical issue or internet
concern, do not fret! Inform
your professor about what's
happening. Stay relaxed and
wait till the matter is fixed.
Teachers are flexible and will
understand your hardships;
ask a fellow student to
record the session for you to
come up to the speed with
the rest of the class

Greta Thunberg returns to school
after a year of climate activism

➥ A total of 9.53 lakh candidates have registered for the JEE-Mains, while 15.97 lakh students have registered for the NEET

oody's Investors Service
has
said that India, China and Indonesia
will be the only G-20
emerging economies

ACCESSIBILITY TO ONLINE
CLASSES: If you are facing a

WAYS TO REDUCE ANXIETY AND STRESS

➥ While the Joint Entrance Examination (Main)
is scheduled from September 1-6, the
National Eligibility- cum- Entrance Test
(NEET-UG) will be held on September 13

INDIA TO POST STRONG GROWTH PICK
UP IN SECOND HALF OF 2020: MOODY'S

T

wenty-year-old Neelakanta
Bhanu Prakash of Hyderabad
has emerged as the fastest
human calculator in the world, after
winning the first-ever gold for India
in Mental Calculation World
Championship at Mind Sports
Olympiad (MSO) held in London
recently. A student of mathematics

Find a productive study space
in your home, preferably at
the table, and away from your
bed. Make it comfortable;
keep it tidy, and customise it
with colourful stationery

 The role that the parents and teachers play during this
period is crucial
 Monitor your kids carefully; watch out for distress signs,
keep an open channel of communication for your kids to let
them know that you are there for them, while giving them
their space
 Allow your kids to talk about their feelings, and share
their daily learnings
 Watch out for online bullying, or signs of trauma, owing to
the vulnerability of the online experience

I

MEET 'WORLD'S
FASTEST HUMAN
CALCULATOR'

CREATE A STUDY SPACE:

TIPS FOR PARENTS

ncreasing the number of examination centres, alternate
seating plan, fewer candidates per room, and staggered
entry and exit, are among the steps the National Testing
Agency(NTE) will take for safely conducting the medical and engineering enEDUCATION
trance exams, NEET and JEE, in September. These steps have been introduced to ensure adherence to social- distancing norms at the centres in view of the
Covid-19 pandemic, even as chorus grows for the postponing
the crucial exams.

CELEB TALK

E

rosion is the process by which soil is carried away by
the wind and, above all, water. Intensive agricultural
land use and agricultural methods that increase erosion,
along with deforestation and overgrazing, are responsible for
accelerating the loss of soil. In addition, in some parts of the
world, climate change is expected to further increase the
amount of precipitation that will erode the soil

THE IMPACT

S

oil erosion has far-reaching consequences. For
example, it results in a loss of fertile soil, reduces
agricultural productivity, and therefore, threatens the
food supply of the world's population. Based on a global
model, the new study predicts how soil loss from water
erosion is likely to change by the year 2070
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“Every flower is a soul blossoming in nature.”

FAMILY TIME

GÉRARD DE NERVAL, FRENCH WRITER AND POET

tell you more!
D I A R Y O F A W I M P Y A D U LT
VANI BALARAMAN

A

s the title goes,
lockdown indeed has left
even the toughest of us vulnerable. From
having to manage a job from
home to transforming part of
the house into a classroom, it
has indeed been a nerve-racking 2020. While it has indeed
been hard for all of us, mothers have borne the brunt of
the lockdown – from dishing
out tasty meals every
few hours to having to
shoulder the responsibility of maintaining a spic and
span home,
devoid of any
domestic help,
this lockdown has
indeed left many of us
tearing our hair or
teary-eyed! Of course,
the woes never end if
you are also a mother
working in the corporate.
While the initial days of
work from home seemed new
and fancy – we soon began to
realise that there wasn’t a
clear demarcation between domestic and corporate duties.
But all is not lost and
there is often sunshine and
hope at the end of the dark
tunnel.

However hard it may
seem, sometimes it’s best
not to play the self sympathy card! Doing so only puts
you into a miserable spiral
and has negative thoughts
and sadness engulf you.
While the initial days of
lockdown turned every homemaker into a master chef of
sorts, working moms were
struggling to even dish out a
simple meal from the kitchen.
These are the moments when
you feel miserable and it is
best to switch off from social

media if it gets on to you in a
negative manner.

Finding a connection
with your passion can
also help sail through the
lockdown. The lockdown
saw an upsurge of YouTube
channels and videos – with
even kids trying their hands
at compering and storytelling.
With schools switching to
the online mode of teaching,
a new blended learning approach was introduced in
most schools. That meant that
the parent at home had to
compensate and do the role of
a teacher as well.
A parent
can take these
as hidden opportunities to
get back to
learning along
with the kids.
Having friends
who are sailing in the
same boat helps alleviate
stress and pain. Keep talking
and sharing and never
bottle up emotions.
Try not to be a perfectionist. Not everyone can
have a well-maintained
house, fancy dishes on the
dining table while also handling corporate responsibilities. As a country, we see very
few men share household
chores. Have an open discussion with your partner on sharing re-

sponsibilities. This also helps
raise children who respect all
kinds of chores. No task is
gender-specific!
(Vani is a software
engineer, storyteller, writer,
passionate blogger, and also
a loving mom)

How to Stop Worrying
READ WORRY MONSTER TO
YOUR TODDLER SIBLING
The worry monster loves to eat up
children’s worries. Help them write
or draw their fears on a piece of
paper and put it in the monster’s
mouth. While the child is sleeping,
remove the piece of paper and the
worry will be gone. It will also
allow you to deal with your
worries. (Ages 0-3)

worry actions. By the end of the workbook, they will be more aware of their
feelings and will have started to
build resilience to anxiety.
(Ages 8-11)

TRY OUT THE BE
MINDFUL (CARD DECK
FOR TEENS)

TRY OUT THE
POSITIVE
PENGUINS APP
This simple app gives children tools to help
them respond to daily challenges faced by
them. It uses games to show children they have
a choice how they feel about situations and
helps them become aware of self-talk.
(Ages 4-7; paid app)

FILL UP THE WORRY WORKBOOK
BY IMOGEN HARRISON
Helping children to recognise and deal with
worry can be challenging. This activity book
encourages children to take a snapshot of their
feelings with a worry camera, track their mood
in rainbow colours and create a list of anti-

Created by psychotherapist Gina M Biegel, these
handy cards teach teens
mindfulness and selfcare techniques and
shows them ways of
calming down before acting in stressful situations. The deck also includes a ‘wild card’,
allowing teens to create cards with their own
words of advice or pictures. (Ages 12-15)

CHECK
YOUR
APTITUDE

A. US B. India
C. China D. Spain

Q.4) Who won the Emmy award
for best lead actress in a drama
series for her role in ‘Killing
Eve’?

Q.2) Which filmstar will soon be
appointed as brand ambassador
by the Madhya Pradesh governA. Jodie Comer B. Patricia Arquette
ment to promote the state’s
C. Jodie Foster D. Amy Bard
heritage and tourist places?
A. Govinda B. Salman Khan
Q.5) Name the Bollywood singer
C. Deepika D. Shah Rukh Khan
who has been honoured with
the Magnificent Performing
Q.3) Carolina Marin defeated
Arts Award at 21st Century
Taiwan’s Tai Tzu Ying and lifted
the China Open title. She was the Icon Awards in London.
badminton player of which
country?

B

hagyashree, my 16year-old daughter, and
I, share a unique
bond. In the month of
March , she appeared
for her Boards. The
examinations embarked in good spirits and enthusiasm. But as days
passed, coronavirus spread its hands
wider and people started arriving in
masks. Last paper of SSC exams was
cancelled and lockdown was declared. It was unexpected and frightening for all of us. My husband, a
banker had to go for work. Initially,
me and my daughter started clearing clutter, cleaned and arranging
bookshelves.
She learned cooking from me to
fulfil her gluttony. The reason behind finishing chores together

A. Shaan B. Sonu Nigam
C. Arijit Singh D. Alka Yagnik

A N S W E R S
1. B) Lionel Messi 2. A) Govinda 3. D) Spain 4. A) Jodie Comer 5. B) Sonu Nigam

was to spend family time.We
played carrom and did exercises together. She started learning French
online. To encourage her, I also
started learning French. She loves
reading and spends maximum time
reading books and pens her thoughts.

that they should contribute to
the society when they grow up.
So, help them to grow up as good
and responsible citizens.

KNOW IT ALL

Heard of
evaporated milk?

T

alk about dessert and the
one thing that’s absolutely necessary for
any recipe is – milk. Lately, evaporated milk is the talk of
the town and is being used by
many people, from making
mouth-watering desserts and
pancakes to creamy coffee.

What is it?
Evaporated milk has a larger shelf
life as compared to regular milk.
It is one of the reasons why evap-

orated milk is also known as dehydrated milk. It’s mostly canned
and is in liquid form. Evaporated milk was invented in the year
1885 to preserve milk for transAtlantic voyages as earlier people could not afford refrigeration.
The difference between evaporated milk and regular milk is
that evaporated one has 60 per
cent less water than the latter!

A. 175 B. 150
C. 780 D. 450
3) How many
natural numbers are
there between 23
and 100 which are
exactly divisible
by 6?

are divisible by 3
but not by 9?
2133, 2343, 3474,
4131, 5286, 5340,
6336, 7347, 8115,
9276
A. 5 B. 6
C. 7 D. 1

A. 27 B. 25
C. 45 D. 13

ANSWER:
1. 4 2. 150
3. 13 4. 6

4) How many of the
following numbers

KNOWLEDGE BANK
Chow-Chow: One writer has proposed that the
Chow-Chow originated in China 2,000 years ago or
in Arctic Asia 3,000 years ago and then migrated to Mongolia, Siberia
and then to China. The breed is known for a very dense double coat
that is either smooth or rough. Chow-Chow’s eyes are typically deep
set and almond-shaped. The breed is distinguished by its unusual blue-black/purple tongue
and very straight hind legs, resulting in a rather stilted gait.
CANINES

Youtube
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Evaporated milk
was invented in the
year 1885 to preserve
milk for trans-Atlantic
voyages as earlier
people could not
afford refrigeration

Evaporated milk can be used in
its true form, which is stored in
cans. As it has a longer shelf-life,
this milk can be stored for a
YEAR. You can drink it as it is,
use it for making delicious dishes or even your favourite tea. TNN

1) On dividing a
number by 5, we get
3 as remainder.
What will the
remainder when the
square of the this
number is divided
by 5?
A. 5 B. 7
C. 8 D. 4

TAKE CARE OF

➤

What makes it a really
coveted food?

2) How many 3-digit
numbers are
divisible by 6?

Facebook

I am always the first person to read
her writings. I leave all my work and
sit with her to discuss her writings.
Not just during the lockdown, I always spend most of my time with
her. After coming from school, she
would tell me everything about dai-

ly happenings at school (her peers,
teachers, and fun time).
She shares her secrets with me.
She is my only child. So I am her
best friend, sibling and mom too.
We share our thoughts and discuss
everything with each other. Me and
her dad give her full support and guidance to fulfil her dreams. During
teenage years, a parent should
befriend their child. Parents should
spare time to listen to them, support
them in their goals and teach them
to grow each day. Instead of giving
them costly gadgets, spend time with
them and give them love. Teach them
to value money. Make them so confident and independent that they
can survive any situation. And
also tell them to respect elders. It’s
important to make them realise

Are you a parent who would like to share their thoughts with us? Write to us at timesnie175@gmail.com
under the subject ‘Mommy-Papa writers’. Grandparents are welcome to pen their thoughts too!

This series of short meditation is free to play
online and teaches mindfulness techniques,
breathing exercises to calm the mind. The meditation increases in length from three to 30 minutes, gradually developing the skills needed for
a calmer mind. (Ages 16-18)

M I X E D BAG

A. Cristiano Ronaldo B. Lionel Messi
C. Eden Hazard D. Paul Pogba

DARSHANA PRABHUTENDOLKAR,
Borivali

GO FOR GUIDED MEDITATION
(MINDFULNESSFORTEENS.COM/
GUIDED MEDITATIONS)

Quiz time
Q.1) Who won the best men’s
player title at the Best Fifa
Football Awards in Milan?

I AM MY DAUGHTER’S BEST FRIEND AND CRITIC...

instagram

DURING
PANDEMIC

Q

uarantine time has been tough for everyone including skin as stress and fear
of an uncertain future can affect skin, leading to open pores, dullness and
even acne. However, despite your circumstances, make self-care a priority
and follow these tips to keep your skin healthy and glowing.

EAT RIGHT: Staying home does not
mean binge-eating junk food through
the day. Eat a king-ssized breakfast,
healthy lunch and light dinner. Focus
on ingredients in your kitchen that will
help boost your immunity such as
cumin seeds, turmeric, ginger, garlic
and black pepper. When you’re eating a
balanced and nourishing diet at home,
your skin will reflect that.

DRINK PLENTY OF WATER:
To keep your skin hydrated and looking
fresh, drink at least 8-10 glasses of
water, as it helps in flushing out toxins.
This is easier done at home than when
you’re not on the move.

PROTECT YOUR SKIN FROM
BLUE LIGHT: Screen time
affects not only your eyes but
also your skin. Protect your
skin from the blue rays of
your laptops, TVs and
phones by applying sunscreen even when you are
indoors. This will protect your skin from
open pores, ageing
and the accumulation of oil.

SLEEP ENOUGH: Do
not compromise on

Whatsapp

your regular sleep cycle while you are
home, even though you are tempted to
watch your favourite shows or movies
late into the night. Sleep early and
wake up early, and try to get at least
eight hours of sleep every night. This
will help prevent dark circles, puffy
eyes and premature ageing of the skin.

EXFOLIATE YOUR SKIN:
Exfoliate your face with a home-made
or a store-bought scrub at least once a
week to get rid of dead skin and bacteria. Make sure you opt for a gentle
scrub and not an abrasive one.

DON’T FORGET TO WASH
YOUR FACE BEFORE BED AT
NIGHT: It is important to cleanse your
face at least twice a day to wash
away the dirt from your skin
and help in rejuvenation,
especially at night.

MOISTURISE
YOUR SKIN: While
it is important to regularly wash our hands,
all that washing and
hand sanitising could dry
out your skin. Many people
are experiencing cracked and
chapped hands. Moisturise
your face and hands each
time you wash them.

